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Figure 1 - The first and only model of the School of Math-
ematics, published by Ceccherini in 1933; the building’s 
shape and architectural features are already perfectly 
outlined (BBL_pht_06)

ARCHITECTURE AND 
URBAN LAYOUT
Simona Salvo

The School of Mathematics was designed and built 
taking into account the urban layout of the University 
campus, and establishing comprehensive integrated 
relations with the context. The plan of the campus, 
considered as an artifact where every piece is part 
of another on a higher scale and in a strictly relat-
ed system, thus creates an open dialogue with the 
building. Far from being designed only as a piece of 
architecture, the building is therefore a system in the 
system, and a very fine Gesamtkustwerk. Architecture, 
building elements, structural inventions, decorations, 
furnishings, collections of ancient books, and - last 
but not least - the scientific mathematical acquisitions 
developed on its premises, generate remarkably com-
plex and rich values that all refer to a broader context 
involving history, art, architecture, and urban planning.

The construction of Rome’s University campus be-
tween 1932 and 1935 was a complicated and prob-
lematic affair, closely linked to the social situation and 
history of Italy at that time, as well as to the many 
cultural transformations that took place, especially in 
architectural practice, higher teaching, and the urban 
layout of Italy’s major cities, especially Rome. As we all 
know (this will be the subject of a broader discussion 
in the next chapter), Benito Mussolini, the “Duce”, 
commissioned Marcello Piacentini with the overall 
design of the campus and supervision of its construc-
tion, entrusting him with technical, political, adminis-
trative, and economic tasks; Mussolini also awarded 
full autonomy and remarkable funding to the Agency 
entrusted with this venture. The dictator intended 
to revive the splendor of ancient Rome using fascist 
ideology and the myth of his personality; Piacentini, 

aligned with Mussolini’s political and cultural program, 
proposed a regular and quasi-symmetric urban layout 
for the campus. The design was based on a Latin-cross 
plan, with a main central alley cut by a perpendicu-
lar axis along which the buildings were to be placed. 
Piacentini kept the design of the Rector’s Offices for 
himself and entrusted very young architects with the 
design of the others: the project for the School of 
Mathematics, located in a very important position at 
the head of the main transversal axis, was entrusted to 
Gio Ponti.

Although many of the buildings’ architectural features 
had been established by Piacentini, who had selected 
materials, construction techniques, building materials, 
and the overall appearance of the buildings, Ponti’s 
building resulted rather complex and sophisticated 
in comparison to the abstract forms of the others, 

proving that he retained freedom of expression in that 
context.

The construction of the Mathematics building began in 
February 1934, much later than the other buildings on 
campus; Ponti continually changed the architectural 
and constructive details of his design even after the in-
auguration of the campus in October 1935. Still, from 
the very first drawings (1933), Ponti’s project consisted 
of three juxtaposed volumes, different in shape and 
size, corresponding to the main functions requested 
by the mathematicians. Research activity was located 
in the front prismatic volume facing the central public 
square of the campus. It hosted classrooms with 50 
and 100 seats, offices for faculty members, a board-
room, and a magnificent library for 100,000 volumes. 
Large and well-lit drawing classrooms dedicated to the 
teaching of descriptive geometry were placed in the 
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Figure 2 - Sapienza University campus within Rome’s urban 
context (© Google Earth 2022)

curved wings embracing the central theater-shaped 
courtyard; they were characterized by completely 
glazed elevations and by a non-traditional ‘open space’ 
layout based on the arrangement of the furniture. 
Large, tiered lecture halls, designed to host the most 
crowded mathematics courses for students in Mathe-
matics, Physics, and Engineering, were instead stacked 
on the three floors of the massive tower placed at the 
rear.

The building’s very characteristic windows, different in 
shape and size depending on the function and voca-
tion of the three blocks, revealed the layout of the 
interior and made it possible to see right through the 
building, along horizontal visual axes penetrating the 
architectural space from one side to the other. This 
solution enhanced perception of a continuous, fluid 
inner space. Space fluidity and continuity were further 
enhanced by the reinforced concrete structure made 
up of an inventive network of trusses and columns 
resting on drilled poles and amplified by an excellent, 
accurate architectural configuration, organized around 
the courtyard intended as a centripetal void and as the 
focus of the visual axes crossing the entire system.

Left free to select materials for the outer finishings 
and cladding, Ponti opted for a cladding in quasi 
rectangular travertine slabs for the three main façades 
of the front building, instead of the expected Litoce-
ramica cladding used in almost all the other buildings 
on campus. He chose a rather precious white Carrara 
marble and black Italian marble for the entrance hall, 
and rather “irregular” materials for the interior finish-
ings compared to t used to build the University cam-
pus.

The building was therefore designed based on very 
“Ponti-style” principles1 - further refined by Ponti later 
in his career - such as the idea of “architecture as a 
crystal” and “finite form” (Ponti, 1957, pp. 68–69). The 
design and construction of the School of Mathematics 
was probably Ponti’s own invention after ending his 
collaboration with Enrico Lancia; it marked an import-

ant change in Ponti’s style which, in this case, shifted 
from the Milanese classicism he had experimented 
with in the early Thirties to a more explicit modernism.

Moreover, the very characteristic architectural ele-
ments present in this project were to appear again in 
the next project, with more developed technological 
features. They include the beautiful crowning cornice 
of the front building, a dark perforated concrete balus-

trade with clear white travertine sills; this solution was 
to appear again in many other projects, such as the 
Liviano in Padua (1934), first Montecatini building in 
Milan (1936), the Palazzina Salvatelli in Rome (1940), 
and the Columbus Clinic in Milan (1948). In all these 
projects, the glass-block skylight used in the library is 
a very interesting and recurring architectural element 
with specific architectural importance and material 
and constructive quality.
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THE LIBRARY  
Simona Salvo

Figure 1 - The library (© Sardo 2021)

Unlike his colleagues engaged in the design of the 
other university buildings, Ponti placed the library at 
the center of his composition and designed it as the 
Institute’s most unique architectural space.

The triple height library had a large reading hall with 
four tiers of open bookshelves along the perimeter 
walls; galleries granted access to the bookshelves. 
The longer sides were cross-featured by the wide, 
full height vertical windows in the center of the main 
façade, permeated by a modulated, colored light, and 
by a series of corresponding windows on the oth-
er side - the end of the aforementioned visual axes 
- repeating them all the way to the other side of the 
building, through the courtyard, and all the way across 
the classroom tower. A huge skylight on the ceiling 
of the main reading hall let natural soft light fall from 
above. This consisted of a long prismatic volume made 
of prefabricated reinforced concrete vaults and glass 
blocks, with windows that could be opened along the 
sides. The spatial and light effects must have been 
incredibly beautiful.

And yet, the library was also a cultural and academic 
solution, hosting a precious collection of manuscripts, 
books, and journals which were the pride of the Italian 
School of Mathematicians at that time, a branch of the 
broader scientific field headed by the faculty of Scienc-
es and Engineering. The collection originated from the 
less-than-a-hundred books belonging to the Pontifical 
School of Engineers of Rome, established by Pope Pius 
VII motu proprio on 23 October 1817. The School was 
later moved to Palazzo di Sant’Ivo alla Sapienza, while 
the book collection was transferred to the Alessan-
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Figure 2 (next page) - Graphic reconstruction of the library 
in 1935 (© Cortesi 2018)

drina Library, although with a separate catalogue. It 
became an important technical and mathematical 
library only after 1870 thanks to the initiative by Luigi 
Cremona, at that time the director of the Royal Appli-
cation School of Engineers, who reorganized it after 
a Royal Decree dated October 9, 1873. The School of 
Engineering was later moved to the convent of San 
Pietro in Vincoli2, and in 1876 the former refectory of 
the friars was rearranged to be used as a library.

The book collection was considerably enriched, initially 
by Valentino Cerruti (1878-1904) and then Lucio Silla 
(1904-1921); their careful purchasing policy aimed 
not only at acquiring specific, scientifically updated 
physical-mathematical publications, but also entire 
book collections of historical and bibliographic inter-
est. Donations from important mathematicians also 
contributed to the affirmation of the library (Antonio 
Stefanucci’s collection in 1882, Eugenio Beltrami’s 
collection in 1900 donated by his widow, and Luigi 
Cremona’s in 1909), as did the acquisition in 1878 of 
the publications of the Italian Society of Sciences (so-
called ‘XL’), which chiefly included proceedings of the 
most important Scientific Academies and Societies in 
the world (Sinestrari, 1979-1980). In the early decades 
of the XX century the library expanded even further 
thanks to personal donations by renown scholars 
including, Castelnuovo, Volterra, Levi Civita, Severi, 
and Enriques. With the shift to the University campus 
in 1935 the intention was to create a space where the 
book collection could be exploited by its main users, 
i.e., an appropriate space in the new building of the 
School of Mathematics. At this point the collection 
was mainly made up of mathematical books acquired 
from the library in San Pietro in Vincoli, and by several 
books and journals focusing on physical, chemical, and 
human sciences.

Ponti’s architectural project was - and still is - consid-
ered avant-garde among contemporary Italian univer-
sities; it is one of the few examples of a space specifi-
cally designed as a library within University campuses. 
The true novelty of Ponti’s project consisted in provid-

ing a special space for this use - usually relegated to 
one of the rooms of the institute buildings, as in the 
case of Giuseppe Pagano’s Institute of Physics - and in 
inventing the ‘ideal’ type for an academic library, i.e., 
a big, naturally lit reading room with completely open 
bookshelves (840 square meters) and a huge store-
room (roughly 640 square meters) where the books 
were kept on the three tiers of shelves made of a light-
weight, built-in metal structure. And yet, the library 
was ‘exclusively’ open to academics and graduate 
students with special permits. Only after the Eighties 
was access gradually extended.

In the following years the library specialized even 
further in the fields of pure and applied mathematics; 
however, it always maintained its specific focus on the 
history of mathematics and sciences, shaping what is 
now the most complete collection of mathematical 
studies in Italy and one of the biggest in the world. To-
day the collection roughly comprises 106,650 volumes 
(56,910 volumes, 31,276 periodicals, 7,000 anthol-
ogies) and 1,326 titles of current and discontinued 
journals of specific interest, as well as several hundred 
modern manuscripts and autographed correspon-
dence by mathematicians from the most important 
international scientific communities; the collection of 
precious texts consists of about 4,998 pieces, of which 
1,650 published between 1482 to 1830 (updated data, 
2020)3.

The library, currently considered still functionally 
and aesthetically valid, has hosted an average of 100 
frequent users every year up until March 2020 when 
closures and restrictions were imposed due to the 
pandemic. After that, attendance by students and ac-
ademics has been restricted. The library maintains its 
original arrangement, mobile and non-mobile furni-
ture, light fixtures, and heating system, as well as the 
original layout of each artifact: very little has changed, 
apart from a few alterations, e.g., two corridors have 
been eliminated. The introduction of digital devices 
and the collection of e-books and electronic journals 
has been made available to the public without any 
drastic changes to the arrangement which, on the 
contrary, have been an indirect consequence of chang-
es to the electrical and heating systems and safety 
equipment.
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Figure 1 - The only existing photograph of the stained glass 
window of the School of Mathematics colored in post-pro-
duction, was published by Ponti on the cover of “Domus”, 
1936 n. 98 (BBL_pht_32)

Figure 2 - Graphic reconstruction of the original stained 
glass window, corresponding to the triple height of the 
library reading hall (© Cortesi 2018)

THE STAINED-GLASS 
WINDOW 
Simona Salvo

The element revealing a strong cultural combination of 
art and architecture, one of Ponti’s foremost compo-
sitional principles, was the huge, colorful stained glass 
window on the main façade of the front block, made 
by the firm Fontana Arte based on Ponti’s preparatory 
drawing.

The relationship between Gio Ponti and the Luigi 
Fontana & C. company started in Milan in 1881 and 
rapidly grew also thanks to the diffusion of the Saint 
Gobain glazing system for production. In 1931 Ponti 
was appointed artistic director by Luigi Fontana, and 
the following year he was joined by Pietro Chiesa. The 
industrial success of those years allowed Luigi Fontana 
to divide his firm into two: the original company con-
tinued producing building elements, while “Fontana 
Arte”, founded in 1934 as an offshoot of the former, 
was to focus on the production of artistic objects. 

Stained glass windows had become part of contempo-
rary architectural language. During this period Ponti 
worked with Pietro Chiesa and Luigi Fontana on the 
design of another stained glass window for the pavil-
ion of the International Catholic Press Exhibition at the 
Vatican in 1936; since this was a temporary exhibit it 
has unfortunately left no evidence behind, apart from 
the black and white exhibition pictures.

Perhaps the only contemporary artistic stained glass 
window, comparable to the one for the School of 
Mathematics in terms of size and spatial, light, and 
chromatic effects, is the one depicting the “Charter 
of Labour”, again produced by Fontana Arte based on 
Mario Sironi’s preparatory drawing, under the artistic 

direction of Pietro Chiesa. This artwork luckily sur-
vived, and still acts as a backdrop to the grand stair-
case in the atrium of Palazzo delle Corporazioni in via 
Veneto in Rome; it was designed by Marcello Piacenti-
ni and Giuseppe Vaccaro in 1932.

The story of the stained glass window for the Mathe-
matics building began in July 1935 when Luigi Fontana 
was commissioned the work; Fontana designed and 
built the work at a cost of 3,500 lira based on Ponti’s 
drawings which were mentioned in the test report 
dated December 1937, but are unfortunately unavail-
able today.
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The iconographic program, colors, and detailed con-
formation of the work are therefore difficult to deduce 
based on a few random documents. They include: the 
black and white photographs taken in October 1935 
during the inauguration of the campus; the many pub-
lications that briefly illustrated and followed the event; 
and the picture on the cover of “Domus”, issue 98 of 
January 1936, and in “Rassegna” published in June of 
that year. All these images only provide a vague idea 
of the chromatic structure of the window with its dark 
shades of red, yellow, blue, pink, and gray glass pieces.

Instead, archival documents informs us that the work 
was 10.8 high and 4.56 meters wide; it was supported 
by an aluminum frame supplied and mounted by the 
“Curti” company. Fontana Arte then assembled the 30 
panels of historiated stained glass pieces, completed 
on the sides of the central opening with plain colored 
glass pieces without figures, thus maintaining the 
overall chiaroscuro.

The recto of the figures portrayed on the window 
faced the interior of the library; the effects they creat-
ed could be seen during the day due to natural light-
ing. At night, instead, an inverse but certainly powerful 
effect was caused by the dim artificial lighting inside; 
the refined chromatic effects were visible on the 
white façade from outside the building. Considered as 
“self-illuminating” architecture, it was a forerunner in 
Ponti’s production throughout the following decades; 
the façade of the School of Mathematics is an inescap-
able precedent of the Master’s post-war architectural 
poetics, based on the twofold life - day and night - of 
buildings.

More than a window, it was an architectural element 
representing a concept hinged onto a spatial vision 
that only a Master of Architecture likes Gio Ponti, 
gifted with a masterly sense of space, color and light, 
could have invented.

Ponti’s drawings between 1933 and 1935 offer proof 
of his firm architectural intentions: the huge opening 

placed on the axis of the building, facing the main cen-
tral public space of the campus, was the key element 
behind the entire architectural composition.
It not only impressed axiality and symmetry on the 
entire composition, but also spatially and visually 
interlinked the parts, based on permeability to light 
and fluidity of space, organized along horizontal and 
vertical visual axes.

Despite the complex layout of the blocks that make up 
the building, classical hierarchy dominates and orders 
the sequence of spaces. The stained glass window 
coagulates the criteria of functional gradualness, sub-
ordination in the representative nature of the rooms, 
classrooms and halls, and distributive separation.

This work of art cannot be considered as a mere 
decorative element since it establishes more than 
profound links with the surrounding space and its own 
architectural elements, acting as a filter to light, color, 
and visual perception. It was a masterpiece of artistic 
mediation at material, metaphorical, and perceptive 
level, resulting from a composition of features: the 
daring overall height of the window highlighted the 
involvement of the whole interior intended to be used 
for studies in “Advanced Mathematics”; the various 
shades of the chromatic composition, necessarily 
darkened to calibrate the access/excess of light into 
the reading hall and avoid the glare phenomena; the 
highly symbolic - albeit enigmatic - iconographic pro-
gram of the figurative composition intended to attract 
the attention of the observer.

In terms of size, color and light effects, the stained 
glass window provided the library interior with a very 
special atmosphere. However, this was not the true 
source of light in the library reading room which was 
kept dark to avoid the over-lighting phenomena and 
glare that naturally occurred despite facing north; so 
much so that blackout curtains had to be installed. 
Natural light was ensured by a skylight, a paral-
lelepiped equal in length to the width of the hall, cov-
ered with prefabricated reinforced concrete vaults and 

cement glass blocks, and surrounded by iron-framed 
ribbon windows that could be opened. This wide slit 
allowed natural light to fall from above, flooding the 
reading room with homogeneous and suffused light, 
while only oblique rays entered from the side windows 
so as to avoid directly hitting the reading tables below.

The reading hall of the library was thus a mystically 
illuminated space, with colored light effects refracted 
everywhere on the surfaces: an aquarium of light and 
brightness well suited for reading. The spatial and light 
effects were so beautiful that the library of the ‘School 
of Mathematics’ was considered to be one of the most 
beautiful in Italy and Europe, especially by internation-
al critics.

Unfortunately, archival documents offer no informa-
tion regarding the production of the stained glass win-
dow. It indirectly describes the production technique 
by referring to the argument between the site manag-
er and “Luigi Fontana” caused by “a copious outflow of 
water on the internal faces of the glass surface, partly 
coming from the leaded joints between the glass piec-
es and chiefly from the gap between the window and 
the frame to which the window itself is joined”.
We do not know whether the argument was created 
on purpose to postpone payment of the work, due to 
the economic difficulties encountered by the Consor-
tium building the campus, but it is true that the com-
pany had to repair some damages before being paid.

The stained glass window probably went lost on July 
19, 1943 when the San Lorenzo district was bombed 
by the Allies; a bomb fell on the adjacent Institute of 
Chemistry causing a displacement of air that proba-
bly shattered the fragile glass pieces assembled using 
slender lead joints. Without any documentation, we 
can only guess that the detonation proved fatal. As it 
was broken, even if not completely destroyed, it was 
probably so badly damaged it had to be dismantled. 
The aluminum window frame, on the other hand, was 
saved, and is still in place today.
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The critical success of the newly-built School of Math-
ematics was immediate and widespread, and probably 
superseded that of other buildings on campus.
Celebrated at first by an attentive international public, 
it received nearly unanimous appreciation in the years 
following its inauguration, which obviously subsided 
after World War II, leaving historiography anchored 
for years to a careful antifascist architectural critique. 
Consistently condemned as a product of the fascist 
Regime, like all the other buildings of the “Ventennio”, 
for years the School of Mathematics was condemned 
to damnatio memoriae, so much that it disappeared 
from the books dedicated to Ponti after he died, es-
pecially the ones written by historians of architecture 
and critics of the ‘Roman School’ led by Bruno Zevi.

Zevi decisively influenced the critical interpretation of 
the Regime’s architecture, harshly commenting not 
only on Italian rationalist architecture of that period, 
but also on Ponti’s work. He considered the Milanese 
architect to be an opportunist, a person who tried to 
gain favor with the contemporary industrial society, 
accusing him of having a “friendly fascist culture”, ex-
pressed by a “reassuring stylized classicism”. Although 
Zevi acknowledged that the School of Mathematics 
was the most interesting building in the University, he 
opposed the rehabilitation of the building’s philosophy 
since it would boost the evil of fascism (Zevi, 1992, 
pp.314, 333, 349). However, appreciation for the 
building and its author survived beyond the borders of 
Italy.

Other issues that pushed the School of Mathematics 
into oblivion are the vagueness of Ponti’s style in the 
Thirties, considered not fully “classic” (e.g., his typi-
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Figure 1 - Appreciation of Ponti’s cultural relevance, 1935 - 
2021 (© Salvo 2021)
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cal houses) and not yet fully “modern” (e.g., his first 
Montecatini building). This contrast echoes in the 
comments of the historians of architecture who de-
fined this work “one of the most original buildings of 
the University campus, a sort of Roman interpretation 
of Milanese ‘neoclassicism’ with an allusion, in the 
rear, to rationalist language” (Ciucci, 1989, p. 133) and 
“among the most interesting buildings, perhaps the 
one which, more than others, expresses the ambigu-
ities and oscillations of architectural research in Italy 
during those years” (Rossi, 1991, rec. 47). So it was 
meaningless to exclude it from Ponti’s works in the 
Thirties (Romanelli, 2002, p. 73; Miodini, 2001).

In addition, its authorial value was questioned, thus 
weighing on the evaluation of this building. Accord-

ing to some scholars Ponti’s project had been heavily 
influenced by Piacentini and had been built under the 
direction of other professionals. This consideration - 
based on a simple interpretation of the original draw-
ings and contemporary pictures - is an aspect we tried 
to consider differently after a scrupulous review of the 
archival documentation and the building itself. Both 
the documents and the building testify to the fact 
that Ponti followed the construction process, albeit 
often in remote, and was able to continually introduce 
variations to the architectural details, which are clearly 
authorial, but essentially separate from many of the 
constraints imposed by Piacentini.

As often happens, artworks are easier to conserve 
than built architecture; this is the case of the Univer-
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Figure 2 - Appreciation of the historic and architectural 
value of Rome’s University campus, 1935 - 2021 (© Salvo 
2021) 

o

sity campus and of most architectural ensembles built 
by the Regime. The statue of Minerva by Arturo Marti-
ni, built on campus grounds7, was accurately restored 
in 1995, while Mario Sironi’s mural in the Aula Magna 
of the Rector’s Office was cleaned and restored in 
20178. Like many other public institutions, Sapienza’s 
approach to the conservation of its artistic heritage 
has been certainly more sensible, flexible, and open 
compared to its approach to its architectural heritage, 
considered up to a decade ago as real estate. A virtu-
ous circle of knowledge / recognition / conservation of 
its architectural properties started much later. These 
three aspects were hindered by its prevalent use 
values and have only lately been supported by revised 
historiography and influenced by critical literature 
based on archival sources that has grown considerably 
only from 1985 onwards9. The process has been boost-
ed by the onset of a shared sense of belonging among 
Sapienza’s community, ready to recognize its identity 
with the site, enriched over the years by a special 
‘affective’ value and the sedimentation of personal 
memories. 

After decades of oblivion, lack of maintenance, and 
numerous major and minor transformations, a first 
turning point came in the late Eighties when cultural 
appreciation for the building’s historical value started 
to emerge. For decades, the campus and its buildings 
have been considered an “open work” - term coined 
by Umberto Eco - ready to be continually transformed 
based on a pragmatic approach. At first, elevations and 
extensions, then functional and regulatory compliance 
to new regulations and, last of all, structural, anti-seis-
mic and energy saving adaptations; all this has result-
ed in a jumbled mass of all kinds of additions, with no 
respect for the architectural features of buildings and 
open spaces. That said, it is very important to em-
phasize that very few demolitions have indeed taken 
place10. 

Continuous alterations have forced the buildings’ 
capacity and functionality beyond all limits, often to 
the detriment of its material conservation11. The func-
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Figure 3 - One of the tiered lecture halls in the tower, in its 
original condition (BFAR_pht_11)
 

Figure 4 - Protection Decree in favor of Rome’s University 
campus, Ministry of Cultural and Environmental Heritage, 
August 2, 1989

tional transformations and additions triggered by the 
exponential increase in students and teachers, starting 
in the Sixties12, were also due to profound changes in 
national teaching and research methods. This marked 
a drastic shift vis-à-vis the guidelines behind the de-
sign of the buildings in the Thirties.

The 1989 Protection Decree in favor of the Rome’s 
University campus finally assessed its historical impor-
tance, although according to Italian law this official act 
was due ope legis fifty years after construction13. The 
document states (translation by the author):

“The university campus ... has a specific and import-
ant interest pursuant to the aforementioned law 
[1089/1939] for the reasons contained in the attached 
historical-artistic report ... Institute of Mathematics - 
Arch. Giò Ponti.

As appears evident from the general plan of the uni-
versity campus, the two buildings of the Institutes of 
Physics and the Institute of Chemistry, with their front 
elevation recessed, compared to the limit of the main 
alley, create up an urban space preluding to the great 
monumental backdrop, i.e., the buildings of the Rec-

tor’s Office and the Faculty of Letters and Law, but also 
to the two wings, one occupied by the School of Math-

ematics, the other by the Mineralogy building.

The School of Mathematics is located on the transver-
sal axis of the Forum. The shape of the building is one 
of the most original; its front elevation contains the 
rooms intended for the teaching of mathematics, the 
library, and a hall for professors. Two double height 
wings are connected to this considerably tall building 
with its rectangular plan; they create a curve, contain-

ing four big, well-lit drawing rooms, now divided into 
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Figure 5 - Type of work on the buildings in Rome’s University 
campus, 1935-2021 (© Salvo 2021)

numerous small classrooms, incorporating the struc-

tural columns. At the rear, four large classrooms are 
located in a tower.

These classrooms have a fan-shaped plan; it is still 
possible to note the care taken in the design of the very 
rational furniture made of solid wood with metal parts 
made of steel tubes. The area with the teacher’s desks, 
similar to a real wall-system, also deserves specific 
attention.

The architecture of the complex differs: the front build-

ing is more aulic, in line with its abstract character; the 
rear is more functional and utilitarian.

Prior to recent works performed to comply to the 
regulations in Law 818/85 [fire-safety], the courtyard 
appeared well-kept, characterized by the rear elevation 
of the front block, and clad with grey-yellow Litoce-

ramica: the opus incertum travertine paving of the 
courtyard, with grass in-between the slabs, is currently 
rather compromised by the presence of three cylindri-
cal-shaped stairs.

As regards the interior, the Aula Magna has been well 
maintained [main tiered lecture hall III], except for the 
recently replaced lighting system, while the drawing 
rooms have been divided up because more space was 
required. For this reason the columns characterizing 
the structure on the ground and first floor have been 
also hidden from view”.

However, the preservation of this extraordinary ur-
ban and architectural ensemble has remained wishful 
thinking for decades, until the academic community 
began to appreciate its cultural importance, in some 
cases even preceding the work of the management 
offices, institutions, and even Sapienza’s governing 
body. The core process has only recently begun to take 
shape, especially thanks to the initiative of the univer-
sity department directors, especially the directors of 
the Mathematics and the Physics Departments. They 
have proved to be more capable than others to ensure 

the cultural appreciation of these buildings thanks 
to real acts of protection. These ostensibly marginal 
interventions, which proved to be crucial to imple-
ment the appreciation process, were based on this 
approach; they triggered the gradual rediscovery and 
exposure of the buildings’ architectural qualities. In 
the course of three generations (1935-2021), consid-
eration for the urban and architectural importance of 
the University campus has therefore advanced and 
sparked several turning points (Ferrarotti, Lionetti, Alì, 
1985). However, projects performed on campus build-
ings are still carried out without an overall strategy, 

relying chiefly on the resilience that this extraordinary 
architectural complex continues to implement against 
all odds.

This excursus would be incomplete without acknowl-
edging the policies and ideology characterizing the 
buildings and their historical link to fascism; it is still 
considered a prejudice and requires an additional 
cultural effort and support by scientific research. In 
most cases there are several reasons why the ‘uncom-
fortable’ memories of such a despicable dictatorship 
still survive. Sometimes considered as a penchant of 
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Figure 6 – Ground floor plan of the building; in red, addi-
tions from 1939 to the present day (© Cortesi 2021)

Italian culture to preserve and benevolently accept 
rather than eliminate such relics, sometimes as a sort 
of laziness, sometimes as an urge prompted by the 
need for infrastructures; whatever the case may be, 
this attitude has saved a precious heritage that can, 
above all, still stands as a warning14 . 

The life of the School of Mathematics in the post-war 
years has not been simple. The very first alterations 
were implemented immediately after its completion: 
in 1939 the geometry classrooms in the eastern wing 
were assigned to the National Institute for High Math-
ematics (IndAM). Imposed by the powerful mathema-
tician Francesco Severi, first director of the Institute, 
the drawing rooms in this wing were divided into offic-
es. This alteration not only obliterated the symmetry 
of the composition and continuity of the interiors, but 
also eliminated the architectural connection between 
the front building and the curved wings, thus spoiling 
an important element of Ponti’s project.

Yet, the most painful loss suffered by the building 
was undoubtedly the stained glass window destroyed 
during World War II. On July 19, 1943, allied bombs 
targeting the nearby S. Lorenzo rail yard severely dam-
aged the University campus and shattered most of the 
window panes of the campus buildings, including the 
precious stained glass window on the main façade of 
the front building. The polychrome glass pieces prob-
ably either shattered or were damaged to the point 
that they had to be removed and replaced by normal 
transparent glass; the blast, however, left the window 
frame untouched, and in fact it is still in place. Addi-
tionally, hard to quantify damage was certainly caused 
by the occupation of military forces, first the German 
Army, then American and British soldiers, who used 
the University campus as their headquarters, probably 
destroying and removing the precious furniture in the 
building.

The post-war years saw the beginning of a new chap-
ter in the life of the building. The partnership with the 
Institute of Mathematics was never in question, but its 
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Figure 7 - The big window on the front façade; the hori-
zontal element added in 1954 to create offices on the first 
floor and furniture placed in front of the window are clearly 
visible through the glass (© Salvo 2011)

Figure 8 a/b - The small lecture hall with tiered seating on 
the first floor with the original furniture designed by Ponti 
(top) and the one on the third floor created in the Seventies 
(bottom) (© Salvo 2019)

original function changed a little; part of the original 
architectural structure was gradually dismantled and 
dismembered to create more space for professors 
and classrooms. These changes affected the whole 
building, but caused more damage to the more par-
ticular spaces, such as the library. At the time, the 
triple height probably appeared as a waste of space; 
in 1954 this led to the division of the so-called “pro-
fessors’ lounge” on the lower floor in order to create 
two offices. The division was obtained by introducing 
a horizontal element that closed off the main reading 
hall, producing a ripple effect on the building. This 
alteration non only subverted the spatial organization 
of the front building, but also altered the focal point 
where the main visual axes intersect; the division 
became clearly visible on the main façade through the 
big front window, disfiguring the entire composition.

In the late Fifties the big, tiered lecture hall on the 
third floor of the Tower suffered the same fate and 
was divided into two smaller halls; this also involved 
mutilating the furniture on the rear wall, a system of 
blackboards / desks / platforms originally designed as 
a single piece of furniture.

The need to enlarge and modify the space dedicated 
to didactics resulted in the addition of new buildings 
on either side of the front building, at the two ends of 
the curved wings. This extension (1973-1979) eliminat-
ed the original side entrances, and invalidated the use 
of the main entrance, (originally opened only on spe-
cial occasions), thereby altering the building’s general 
distribution. In the meantime, the drawing rooms in 
the east wing, still in their original condition, became 
obsolete: changes in academic programs, and the fact 
that students in architecture and engineering were 
transferred to other venues, encouraged a repetition 
of the earlier transformation when the IndAM was 
moved to the west wing; in 1978 this led to further 
divisions to create more classrooms and offices.

The general layout of the building was also altered; 
the plastered outer surfaces, originally clear in color 

to match the white-travertine and yellow Litoceram-
ica cladding, were painted over. Archival documents 
provide evidence of the general maintenance work 
performed on the exterior surfaces in 1980 to ‘com-
plete’ the extension of the building and try to uniform 
the new surfaces with the rest of the buildings, at least 
as regards their color; after 45 years of service the 
building did indeed required maintenance. It is unclear 
whether the reddish color applied on that occasion 
followed on from an earlier change in the chromatic 
set-up of the building.

However, the most destructive alterations were the 
ones implemented in the Eighties to retrofit and 
update the building so that it would comply with new 
regulations (fire safety, architectural barriers, energy 
efficiency). These works were carried out so poorly - 
and without a general plan - that they became a prima-
ry source of damage, coupled with the constant lack 
of maintenance. This phase lasted until the mid-Nine-
ties and included replacing all the Termolux glass and 
most of the original metal window frames, closing the 
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Figure 9 - View from below of the big window on the front 
façade, seen from the Aula Ponti (© Salvo 2021)

parapets of the windows, and adding ramps for the 
physically challenged and three cylindrical fire escape 
stairs inside the courtyard.

In addition, cabling and equipment were bundled 
everywhere, along the corridors and on the roofs; 
they were adjusted on a daily basis, creating an over-
all ‘background noise’ to people’s perception of the 
interiors.

There is no exact date marking another transforma-
tion - the skylight in the library - which was not only 
a decisive architectural element, but also a precious 
technological system that guaranteed natural lighting 
and optimal ventilation to the huge space of the main 
reading hall. The skylight also functioned as a chimney 
to scoop up and expel warm, moist air through the 
wide pivoting windows placed on either side. In rough-
ly 1985, a protective roof was placed over the skylight 
to avoid water filtering down into the joints between 
the glass blocks and the concrete. This clumsy iron 
and glass canopy further damaged the skylight rather 
than protect it; it also dulled its original permeability 
to light. In addition, the side windows of the skylight 
were plugged, hindering air convection and generating 
unfavorable thermo-hygrometric conditions for the 
conservation of the artifact.

Law n. 10 of 1991 - the first to impose severe contain-
ment measures to avoid energy dissipation through 
the building envelope - triggered further changes to 
the building: the original metal-framed windows of the 
tiered lecture halls were replaced by new ones in an-
odized aluminum. The glass of the big window on the 
main façade was also replaced; the idea was to endow 
the library reading hall with better homogeneous light 
since the latter had been partially obscured by the 
canopy over the skylight. In any case, this intervention 
did not affect the building’s design, as the new glass 
was not original.

Minimal but essential interventions have been carried 
out in the last decade (2011-2021), on one hand in 

order to pursue pragmatic goals, such as reorganizing 
the interior to benefit the academic staff, on the other 
to recover, at least partially, the original spaces.

An initial generalized removal of furniture scattered 
around every corridor and lobby took place based on 
the Department Head’s firm intention to reorganize 
the interior. An overall decrease in the number of 
academics, caused by the 2010 university reform, also 
made it possible to empty two offices, namely the two 
rooms created on the first floor behind the big front 
window, thus reinstating the former atrium.
The room was used as a lounge for the academic staff 
and entitled ‘Aula Ponti’. This simple intervention 
consisted in removing the plaster board partition that 
had divided the space in two. The attempt to recreate 
the original space was then completed by placing a 
glass sheet between the horizontal element and the 
big front window in order to create continuity with 
the space above and visually mitigate the horizontal 
division from the outside. This minimal intervention 
has made it possible to again explore the architectural 
concept of building based on the permeability of light 
and vision (Salvo, 2017). Unfortunately, the work could 
not include the demolition of the horizontal element 
added in 1954 because it was considered practically 
and economically too expensive, at least for the mo-
ment.

Removing the horizontal element would reconnect the 
atrium to the library reading hall, and the latter to the 
corridor and common areas on the first floor, creating 
a completely different cultural environment and func-
tion, similar to the one that existed in 1935; it would 
also eliminate the noise that now fills the corridor 
from the first floor to the library reading room.

With more ‘courage’, the very original spatial conti-
nuity envisaged by Ponti could instead be recreated 
by simply opening the third side of the room to re-es-
tablish the horizontal visual connection through and 
outside the building, linking the visual focus of the 
campus to the bronze statue of Minerva-and realign-
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Figure 10 - Visual and spatial axes of the front building 
destroyed by the addition of horizontal elements, partitions, 
and the canopy over the skylight (© Salvo 2012)

Figure 11 - View from below of the skylight of the library’s 
reading hall before the removal of the canopy (© Salvo 
2011)
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ing the sequence of openings connecting this space to 
the classrooms in the tower on the other side of the 
inner courtyard.

Inspired by a very different goal, repairing the roofs 
and skylight of the library became very urgent during 
that same period (2012-2013). Left for years without 
the necessary maintenance, the roofs and skylight 
needed immediate maintenance as water infiltration 
was once again a problem in the reading hall, making 
its use dangerous for people, the furniture, and the 
books, because large chunks of cement and glass were 
falling from the skylight. While the infiltrations caused 
by the malfunction of the waterproof membrane un-
der the roof were serious but could be remedied, the 
problems caused by the skylight, and by the protective 
roof on top of it, appeared much more complicated.

The protective roof placed on top of the concrete and 
glass skylight had become counterproductive as the 
iron supports had been placed directly on its rein-
forced concrete structure. As the years went by, the 
oxidized metal poles damaged the old structure, and 
rivulets of rust had poured onto the vault, staining the 
glass surfaces of the skylight.

In addition, the glasshouse effect caused by the gap 
between the skylight and the shed roof had produced 
thermal stress and condensation; glass and concrete 
fragments began to fall from the skylight due to exces-
sive tension along the joints between the two mate-
rials. In addition, birds had nested in the interspace 
between the skylight and the canopy making it a per-
fect habitat for the growth of vegetation and biological 
patinas, causing even more damage. Last but not least, 
the canopy was not only aesthetically invasive because 
it drastically reduced the amount of light coming from 
the skylight, it was also visible in all main views of the 
front building. Removing the canopy was therefore 
urgent and necessary, although it remained unclear 
how to ensure that water would not pass through the 
old skylight.
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Figure 12 a/c - Natural lighting in the library reading hall in 
1935, in 2011, and today (BBL_pht_30, © Salvo 2011, © 
Salvo 2020)

Figure 13 a/b - Bottom-up view of the skylight above the 
library reading hall before and after removal of the canopy 
(© Salvo 2011, © Salvo 2015)
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Figure 14 a/c - Main view of the front façade in 1935, 
before and after removal of the canopy over the skylight 
(BBL_pht_26, © Salvo 2011, © Salvo 2015)

Figure 15 a/b - The skylight of the library reading hall before 
and after removal of the canopy; view from the rooftop (© 
Salvo 2010, © Salvo 2015)

Repairs were performed between 2013 and 2014. The 
canopy was removed and the old skylight was painted 
with a protective material; a fiber-waterproof resin 
was used for ordinary maintenance, but it was certain-
ly not suited to glass or concrete. In fact, the urgently 
adopted solution to eliminate serious risks casually 
overlapped with the removal of the added canopy; 
although the intent was certainly not to conserve the 
skylight at its best, the result was apparently very suc-
cessful as an architectural element.

Speaking in general, the recent work performed on the 
building has reinstated fundamental spatial values, i.e., 
perception of the continuity of the glass window and 
natural lighting in the library. But above all it has pro-
vided an opportunity to experiment with space, colors 
and light, elements that have hitherto been obscured, 
triggering a process of virtuous re-appropriation be-
tween users and the architectural space. 

A spark has therefore been lit regarding the re-appro-
priation of the monument; it will lead to a reconsid-
eration of the real values at stake, no longer merely 
practical and functional, but also cultural, historical 
and architectural; this will pave the way for new sce-
narios and real, feasible conservation work to recover 
a key part of Ponti’s architectural composition by rec-
reating the triple height of the library.
This process of aesthetic and scientific re-appropria-
tion has laid the groundwork for another step in the 
process, i.e., to reconsider the stained glass window 
that once adorned the main façade, not only as a work 
of art and source of light for the library, but also as a 
key element of the architectural composition.

These are the important premises behind the virtual 
display of the original image of the stained glass win-
dow that was “staged” in November 2017 for the 80th 
anniversary of the University campus, well before the 
celebratory context of the current ‘Ponti Revival’. The 
idea to try and reconstruct this object did not involve 
simply materially recreating the artistic stained glass 
window built in 1935 - which would be impossible and 
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Figure 16 - Virtual re-enactment of the original stained glass 
window during the performance on the night of November 
23, 2017 (© Lanzetta 2017)

rather anti-historical - but proposing a “critical hypoth-
esis turned into an action”; the idea was to trigger 
awareness about its ephemeral existence. The initia-
tive, developed within the “Master in Lighting Design” 
and part of the Industrial Design course, was inspired 
by the idea to project the image (1:1 scale) of the 
stained glass window directly onto its original metal 
frame on the façade. For a few minutes, in the evening 
between November 23 and 24, 2017, the effect of the 
transparent, colored surface was revived, an event 
emotionally shared by the public1. 

Although, the building is protected ope legis since 
1985, as well as by the explicit decree issued in 1989, 
in actual fact Sapienza’s institutional executive offices, 
administrators, and technical managers have not yet 
acknowledged this fact. The School of Mathematics 
instead deserves to be considered an authentic gem 
of Modernist architecture and a ‘Pontian’ masterpiece 
ante litteram.
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NOTES 

1. “Pontian” is a term coined by Gio Ponti’s eldest daughter Lisa; 
see Licitra Ponti 1990.
2. The Institutes of Chemistry and Physics had been moved to 
newly-built premises in via Panisperna, the former in 1872, the 
latter in 1880; both moved to the University campus in 1935 in 
the new buildings designed for that specific purpose.
3. A very recent history of the library has been written by the 
former director Lucilla Vespucci (from 1983 to 2012) and the cur-
rent director Maria Rosaria Del Ciello (since 2019), interviewed 
in 2019. Information reported here also refers to Piccolomo, 
Vespucci, 1993.
4. This section of the research dedicated to interiors, furniture 
(fixed and mobile), and inner doors, was performed in October 
2019; it established a list of furniture items present in the build-
ing according to their design, manufacture, and date of produc-
tion. This task was hindered by the onset and continuation of the 
Covid-19 pandemic which meant that it was difficult to access the 
rooms, and especially the professors’ offices; nevertheless, target 
inspections were performed between June and December 2020.
5. This system of identification is further described in Chapter IV.
6. This part of the research is described in Chapter V.
7. Minerva, the goddess of Wisdom, in Italian ‘Sapienza’.
8. Both interventions were carried out by the Istituto Centrale 
per il Restauro (Central Institute for Restoration) of the Italian 
Ministry of Culture. The first was directed by Giuseppe Basile 
(Basile 1997), the second by Gisella Capponi with Marina Righetti 
of Sapienza University (Billi, D’Agostino 2017).
9. The first fundamental survey of Sapienza’s historical archive 
dates back to Mitrano 2008, followed by Ciucci, Lux, Purini 2012, 
Nigro Covre, Carrera 2013, and recently Baratelli 2019.
10. They include the destruction of the ‘Casermetta’, designed by 
Eugenio Montuori and Gaetano Minnucci, to make room for the 
construction of the General Services Center, based on a project 
by Stanislao Chiapponi and Alberto Clementi in the late Seven-
ties. This first demolition, however, made it possible to explore 
the newly-designed buildings on campus, before assessment of 
the historical value of the ensemble; see Guidoni, Regni Sennato 
1985 and Regni, Regni Sennato 1986.
11. Between the Eighties and Nineties drastic interventions were 
performed, i.e., the replacement of the original iron-window 
frames of the Institute of Botany, and the downsizing of the Mu-
seum of Mineralogy to create space for teaching.
12. In 1935 there were 20,000 students enrolled in Sapienza Uni-
versity, in 1985 they had increased to 200,000, while today there 
are about 115,500 students; the current trend is towards further 
reduction.
13. The Protection Bond was issued on August 2, 1989 by the 
Ministry for Cultural and Environmental Heritage, Superintenden-
cy for Architectural Heritage and Landscape of the Region Lazio, 
Ministry of Culture.
14. The discussion was fueled by Ruth Ben-Ghiat who rhetorically 
posed the issue: “Why has Italy left its fascist monuments where 
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